Faulty wi-fi board
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Oct 6, 2010
I've had this issue ever since I received a new DSi after the previous one was deemed unrepairable, and I have difficulties with connecting it to the internet. Possibly once or twice every week. I have power cycled my router tower/modem, my USB Router, and even my DSi Wi-Fi board. I still continue to have an issue at least once a week with connecting to the internet to play a game, browse the DSi shop, etc. I never had this issue with connecting my previous DSi to the internet before the housing fell apart. My question is could it be a faulty Wi-Fi board? I just finished a chat and the rep. said that it could be the router, though I never had an issue with connection for my other DSi. I am sending in my DSi soon to have numerous scratches on my touch screen buffed out/removed. Would it be worth asking them to test or even replace the Wi-Fi board as well? any suggestions for lil' old me would be appreciated 😊
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The fact that no one has even bothered to respond since the post has been up bothers be a little bit. It's already been sent in, I just wanted to know if they would fix two things in one repair. Is the Wi-Fi board really supposed to be that credible that no one wants to respond to my question? :/
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I am sorry that no has answered your question, and yes, it is possible that there is a problem with your DSi Wi-Fi, so you should ask that they test it out and that way if there is a problem they can fix that as well at the same time.:)

But if everything checks out to be working perfectly, then you'll probably need to do some more troubleshooting with your router or whatever else that might be the reason. 😞